INTRODUCTION
============

ClC-K channels were identified in rat and human kidney by sequence homology to other members of the CLC protein family ([@bib48]; [@bib26]). Human ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb share 90% identical residues, whereas they have 80% identity to rodent ClC-K1 and ClC-K2 ([@bib26]). CLC-K channels are not only expressed in the kidney but also in the inner ear ([@bib48]; [@bib26]), and in both tissues they coassemble with the β subunit barttin ([@bib3]; [@bib11]). In the kidney, ClC-K1 (ClC-Ka) is found in the thin ascending limb of Henle's loop of the nephron, whereas ClC-K2 (ClC-Kb) is expressed in the basolateral membrane in the thick ascending limb (TAL), in the connecting tubule, in the distal convoluted tubule, and in both α and β intercalated cells of the collecting duct ([@bib11]). In the TAL, the concerted action of transporters (Na-K-ATPase and NKCC2) and channels (ROMK and ClC-Kb) allows for efficient NaCl reabsorption. In particular, ClC-Kb/barttin channels release Cl^−^ from the basolateral membrane ([@bib21]). In the inner ear, both isoforms are expressed in basolateral membranes of marginal cells of the stria vascularis and in dark cells of the vestibular organ. There, CLC-K/barttin channels act in concert with transporters and channels to maintain the high K^+^ concentration and the positive potential of the endolymph ([@bib11]; [@bib43]; [@bib51]).

Mutations in ClC-Kb cause Bartter syndrome (type III), a renal disease characterized by renal salt wasting ([@bib46]). Mutations in both human isoforms (ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb; [@bib45]) or in *BSDN*, the gene encoding barttin, cause Bartter syndrome (type IV) with additional deafness ([@bib3]). To date, human diseases associated only with ClC-Ka mutations have not been found. However, *Clcnk1* knockout mice develop nephrogenic diabetes insipidus ([@bib37]).

ClC-K channels are strongly activated by extracellular Ca^2+^ and inhibited by extracellular protons ([@bib49]; [@bib11]; [@bib50]; [@bib17]). Ca^2+^ and pH regulation of CLC-K channels are probably of physiological relevance ([@bib17]). In fact, the kidney is involved in Ca^2+^ reabsorption and in maintenance of the acid--base balance. In particular, the voltage gradient that allows the paracellular flux of Ca^2+^ in the TAL is maintained by the basolateral release of Cl^−^ and the apical release of K^+^ ([@bib20]). Interestingly, regulation by extracellular Ca^2+^ is only found in CLC-K channels but not in other CLC proteins. Previously, two acidic amino acid residues, E261 and D278, were identified as essential for the modulation of the ClC-Ka channel by extracellular Ca^2+^ ([@bib17]). Such negatively charged residues are usually required for Ca^2+^ coordination in proteins ([@bib10]). Based on the atomic structure of the bacterial EcClC and an alignment of ClC-Ka with EcClC, [@bib17] tentatively assigned the residues corresponding to E261 and D278 as E235 and N250 of Ec-ClC. Interestingly, although these two residues are both in the loop connecting helix I to helix J in a given subunit, they are quite far from each other structurally because of the long length of the I--J loop, whereas E261 from one subunit and D278 from the neighboring subunit are potentially close to each other. Consequently, [@bib17] speculated that these residues form a Ca^2+^-binding site at the subunit interface of ClC-Ka. In addition, H497 from helix Q was identified as the amino acid residue that is responsible for the proton-induced block. This histidine is relatively close to the putative Ca^2+^-binding site formed by E261 and D278 because helix Q is adjacent to helix J in the structure. Therefore, these residues define a novel region involved in the regulation of the gating of a CLC channel ([@bib17]).

Ca^2+^ coordination likely requires additional residues beyond E261 and D278. Moreover the I--J loop is poorly conserved between EcClC and CLC-Ks, and it is not resolved in the crystallized CmClC ([@bib13]). Thus, to obtain a more detailed insight into the molecular details of the Ca^2+^ regulation, here we further investigate the conservation of the binding site among CLC-K homologues and its specificity regarding various divalent cations, and we refine the description of the site itself. In addition, we demonstrate the direct involvement of the I--J loop containing E261 and D278 in the Ca^2+^-binding site by conferring Ca^2+^ sensitivity onto ClC-0 in a chimeric construct. We present a molecular model of ClC-Ka including the cation-binding site that allowed us to identify two additional residues involved in the Ca^2+^ coordination. Finally, although the cation-binding site is overall conserved among all CLC-K homologues, we find that the relative Ca^2+^/Ba^2+^ specificity is strikingly different between CLC-Ka and CLC-K1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Molecular biology
-----------------

Mutations were inserted by recombinant PCR as described previously ([@bib1]). All PCR products were sequenced. cRNA of CLC-K and ClC-0 constructs was transcribed in vitro using the mMessage mMachine SP6 kit (Ambion) after linearization with MluI. CLC-K constructs were coexpressed with the barttin mutant Y98 ([@bib11]). The cRNA of the barttin construct was prepared by T7 RNA polymerase (Ambion) after linearization with NotI. All WT cDNA constructs were provided by T.J. Jentsch (Leibniz Institute for Molecular Pharmacology and Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine, Berlin, Germany).

Electrophysiology
-----------------

After cRNA injection ([@bib17]), oocytes were incubated at 18°C in the maintaining solution containing (in mM): 90 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 MgCl~2~, 1 CaCl~2~, and 10 HEPES at pH 7.5. Voltage clamp measurements were performed 1--5 d after the injection, using the custom acquisition program GePulse and a Turbo TEC-03X amplifier (npi electronics). The experiments on CLC-K channels and the ClC-0/ClC-Ka chimera were performed at room temperature, whereas the temperature was kept at 26°C for the measurements of WT ClC-0 and its mutant V262E. The standard bath solution for experiments on CLC-Ks contained (in mM): 92 NaCl, 10 CaCl~2~, and 10 HEPES at pH 7.3 (osmolarity: 200 mosm). To evaluate the effect of the various divalent cations (Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, Mg^2+^, Mn^2+^, and Zn^2+^), CaCl~2~ was replaced by BaCl~2~, SrCl~2~, MgCl~2~, MnCl~2~, and ZnCl~2~, respectively. In all solutions the chloride concentration was kept at 112 mM by varying the NaCl concentration. The osmolarity of the solutions at high cation concentration (20 and 50 mM) was adjusted by adding sucrose. Because Zn and Mn tended to form precipitates, the highest concentrations tested were 5 mM ZnCl~2~ and 10 mM MnCl~2~. To evaluate the Ca^2+^ sensitivity of the ClC-0 constructs, we used the solution "0 Ca^2+^" (in mM): 102 NaCl, 5 MgCl~2~, and 10 HEPES at pH 7.3 (osmolarity: 210 mosm) and the solution "50 Ca^2+^" containing (in mM) 12 NaCl, 50 CaCl~2~, 40 sucrose, and 10 HEPES at pH 7.3 (osmolarity: 200 mosm). The membrane was kept at a holding potential between −40 and −20 mV corresponding to the resting membrane potential in our conditions. ClC-K currents were assayed using the following protocol of stimulation ("IV-pulse" protocol; [@bib17]). A prepulse to −100 mV for 100 ms was followed by voltages ranging from −140 to 80 mV with 20-mV increments for 200 ms and a tail pulse to 60 mV for 100 ms. The effect of the divalent cations on CLC-Ks was evaluated by applying repetitive pulses to 60 mV for 200 ms with a stimulation interval of 1 s and calculating the ratio between the mean stationary current in the specific cation solution and that in the standard bath solution. The contribution of endogenous and leak currents was estimated by applying a solution containing (in mM) 100 NaI, 5 MgSO~4~, and 10 HEPES at pH 7.3 that specifically blocks CLC-K channels ([@bib40]), and leak currents were subtracted.

Measurements on the ClC-0 constructs were performed at 0 and 50 mM Ca^2+^. The activation of the slow gate of ClC-0 constructs was monitored using the following ("slow gate") protocol ([@bib42]). After progressively hyperpolarizing potential steps ranging from 40 to −140 mV for 5 s, the potential was stepped to 40 mV for 1 s. The currents measured at 40 mV were plotted versus the activating hyperpolarizing potentials and fitted by the modified Boltzmann function:$$I\left( V \right) = I_{\text{max}}\left( {I_{\text{min}}/I_{\text{max}} + \frac{\left( 1 - I_{\text{min}}/I_{\text{max}} \right)}{1 + \text{exp}\left( \frac{V - V_{1/2}}{k} \right)}} \right),$$where *I*~max~ is the (estimated) maximum current level, *I*~min~/*I*~max~ is the relative offset, *V*~1/2~ is the voltage of half-maximal activation, and *k* is the slope factor. After full activation of the slow gate, the fast gate of ClC-0 constructs was assayed by the following ("fast gate") protocol ([@bib41]). A prepulse to 60 mV for 50 ms was followed by pulses to voltages ranging from −160 to 80 mV with 20-mV increments for 100 ms. Pulses ended with a tail pulse to −100 mV for 100 ms. The tail currents at −100 mV were extrapolated to the start of the tail pulse and fitted by an equation similar to [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib33]). The same protocol was used to estimate the current at −100 mV of ClC-0 constructs in the virtual absence of Ca^2+^ and in 50 mM Ca^2+^. To evaluate the deactivation of the slow gate of ClC-0 constructs, after maximal activation of the slow gate by hyperpolarizing voltage steps, currents were continuously recorded by repetitive 100-ms pulses to 40 mV at 0.5 Hz. The time constant (τ) of deactivation was determined by fitting a single exponential function to the decaying currents as described in [@bib42].

Sequence alignments
-------------------

A set of sequence homologues of human ClC-Ka were obtained by using three iterations of PSI-BLAST using the NCBI BLAST server ([@bib23]) against the nonredundant (nr) sequence database dated 25.8.2011, with an inclusion *E* value of 0.001, obtaining 231 homologues. These sequences were clustered to reduce their redundancy using CD-HIT ([@bib29], [@bib30]) such that pairs of sequences with 60% sequence identity or above were grouped in the same cluster. The set of representative sequences from each of the resultant 94 clusters was then further filtered by selecting only those belonging to the branch of the phylogenetic tree that included both the query (ClC-Ka) and template (EcClC) sequences. A multiple sequence alignment of these 31 sequences was then generated using T-coffee version 5.31 ([@bib38]).

The initial multiple sequence alignment was then refined by (a) removing gaps in the secondary structure elements, (b) ensuring that conserved residues face the core of the protein using the conservation score for each position calculated with the ConSurf server ([@bib28]; [@bib2]), and (c) considering also the pairwise alignment between ClC-Ka and EcClC generated using AlignMe 1.0 ([@bib25]), using the VTML substitution matrix, hydrophobicity profiles, and PSIPRED secondary structure predictions of the sequences. For AlignMe, the following penalties were applied: 12.5 and 3.1 for opening gaps at positions below and above the hydrophobicity threshold (which was −0.5), respectively; 1.4 and 3.3 for extending gaps below and above the threshold, respectively; and 1.2 for adding gaps at the termini. To make the hydrophobicity profiles, the [@bib18] scale was window-averaged using a 13-residue-long triangular window. The relative weights of the different inputs were 0.2 for VTML, 1.0 for the hydropathy profile, and 1.4 for the secondary structure prediction.

The specific adjustments to the T-coffee alignment were as follows. To improve the alignment of secondary structure elements consistent with the results of AlignMe, we adjusted three regions. First, residues Q12 to L26 of helix A in EcClC were shifted by four positions. Second, residues L319 to F328, including helix L of EcClC, were aligned to residues W388 to T397 of ClC-Ka. And third, residues G441 to L461 (helix R) in EcClC were shifted to match the secondary structure elements. In addition, residues P248 to N250 in EcClC were shifted by two positions to remove gaps at the beginning of helix J.

Homology modeling
-----------------

Models of ClC-Ka were built using the 3.5-Å resolution x-ray crystal structure of EcClC (PDB accession no. [1KPK](1KPK); [@bib8]) as a template, which has 16% identical residues according to the alignment in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Note that three residues at the beginning of the I--J loop (residues N233 to E235 in EcClC) were excluded as part of the template, which improved the conformation of residues 254--257 of that loop in ClC-Ka such that their backbone dihedral angles moved from generously allowed or disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot to the most favored regions of the plot. In addition, part of the loop between helices K and L was not modeled (residues 348--386 of ClC-Ka) because no equivalent region is present in the template.

![Sequence alignment of ClC-Ka, ClC-Kb, rClC-K1, ClC-0, and EcClC. Residues shown to be important for the Ca^2+^ response previously (black stars; [@bib17]) or in the present study (red stars) are highlighted, as are those that are implicated by the models but that do not show any impact on the Ca^2+^ response (open stars). The histidine residue responsible for the proton activation of ClC-Ka is marked with a circle. The line indicates the fragment of ClC-0 replaced by the corresponding ClC-Ka sequence in the ClC-0/ClC-Ka chimera. The C-terminal 150 residues of the ClC-K channels are omitted for clarity, as are the terminal residues of ClC-0. Polar (N and Q; green), basic (K, H, and R; lavender), and acidic (E and D; red) residues are also highlighted. The α-helical segments of EcClC are indicated with yellow bars (helices A--R). This alignment is a revised version of a previously proposed alignment ([@bib17]; see Materials and methods).](JGP_201210878R_Fig1){#fig1}

Based on this alignment, the 10 models with the best Modeller molpdf score were selected from an initial set of 1,000 models generated with Modeller 9v2 ([@bib44]). The distance between the Ca^2+^ ions and the oxygen atoms of residues E261 and D278, which are known to be involved in the Ca^2+^ coordination ([@bib17]), was constrained to be around 3.3 Å. Ion to side chain distances were calculated for the 200 top-scoring models and subsequently clustered using a 4 × 4--grid Kohonen self-organizing map as implemented in Canvas version 1.5 (Schrödinger Inc.).

A final model, intended to be consistent with all earlier data as well as the work presented here, was then built. In this case, twofold symmetry was imposed on the two protomers, as was a distance of 2.7 Å between the Ca^2+^ ion and one side chain oxygen atom each from E259, E261, D278, and E281 (see [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and a single model was selected as that with the lowest molpdf score out of 1,000 Modeller models. A model of ClC-K1 was also constructed in the same way using the alignment in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 depicts typical current traces of ClC-Kb and its mutants at different \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~. Fig. S2 shows the deactivation of the slow gate of WT and V262E ClC-0 at 0 and 50 \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~. In Fig. S3 the gating parameters (see [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *V*~1/2~ and *I*~min~/*I*~max~, of WT ClC-0, V262E ClC-0, and the chimera are plotted versus \[Ca^2+^\]. Fig. S4 represents the conservation pattern of the I--J loop in the ClC-Ka model based on the new alignment proposed in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. S5 shows an alternative model of Ca^2+^ coordination that does not involve E281. Fig. S6 depicts the effect of the divalent cations on ClC-Kb currents. Fig. S7 compares the model of ClC-K1 with that of ClC-Ka. Fig. S8 illustrates the effect of Ca^2+^, Ba^2+^, and Sr^2+^ on the mutant S270R ClC-Ka. Fig. S9 shows that the currents of E261Q/D278N ClC-K1 are not affected by Ca^2+^, Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mg^2+^. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1>.

RESULTS
=======

The Ca^2+^-binding site is conserved in CLC-K channels
------------------------------------------------------

The loop between helices I and J, which includes the residues E261 and D278 that were previously identified as being important for Ca^2+^ modulation of CLC-Ka ([@bib17]), is highly conserved in CLC-K channels ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb are 100% identical in that loop, whereas three substitutions are found in rat ClC-K1 compared with the human CLC-K channels (G254 instead of A254, I266 instead of L266, and R270 instead of S270; [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As for ClC-Ka, the currents of ClC-Kb increase with increasing Ca^2+^ concentrations ([@bib11]; [@bib50]), without saturation up to 50 mM ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib17]). Interestingly, the rat ClC-K1 channel is actually more Ca^2+^ sensitive than the human CLC-K channels ([@bib50]). In fact, even at 1 mM Ca^2+^, ClC-K1 currents are ∼47% of the maximum level recorded at high Ca^2+^, and they reach saturation at ∼10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas human CLC-K channels at 1 mM Ca^2+^ yield currents that are less than ∼10% of the currents recorded at 50 mM Ca ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib17]). Similar to what was previously shown for ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb ([@bib17]), Ca^2+^ is not strictly essential for ClC-K1 opening: currents measured at nominal 0 Ca^2+^ are ∼10% of the currents at 10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The high sequence identity and the conserved Ca^2+^ sensitivity suggest that the Ca^2+^-binding site is a characteristic shared by all CLC-K channels. To test this, we inserted the single E261Q and D278N mutations as well as the E261Q/D278N double mutation in ClC-Kb and ClC-K1. Current traces of ClC-Kb and ClC-K1 WT and the mutants are shown in [Fig. S1](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp1} and [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Distinct from what was found previously for ClC-Ka (see Fig. 6 C in [@bib17]), in ClC-K1, the mutant D278N displays altered rectification and kinetics compared with WT ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, similar to ClC-Ka, the mutant abolished Ca^2+^ sensitivity to a large extent. Both ClC-Kb and ClC-K1 single mutants lost most of their Ca^2+^ sensitivity, whereas the double mutants E261Q/D278N were completely Ca^2+^ insensitive ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we can conclude that the regulatory Ca^2+^-binding site formed by E261 and D278 is conserved in CLC-K channels.

![Conservation of the Ca-binding site in CLC-K channels. (A) Effect of \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~ on WT ClC-Kb (*n* ≥ 5, except 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2) and its mutants E261Q (*n* ≥ 3, except 0 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2), D278N (*n* ≥ 4, except 0 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2), and E261Q/D278N (*n* ≥ 3, except 5 and 20 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2). Mean currents at 60 mV measured in different Ca concentrations (0, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mM) were normalized to the value measured in standard bath solution (10 mM Ca^2+^) and plotted versus \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~. (B) Effect of \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~ on WT ClC-K1 (*n* ≥ 5, except 5 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 3) and its mutants E261Q (*n* = 3), D278N (*n* ≥ 3, except 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2), and E261Q/D278N (*n* ≥ 3). Error bars indicate SD.](JGP_201210878_Fig2){#fig2}

![Effect of \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~ on WT ClC-K1 and its mutants E261Q, D278N, and E261Q/D278N. (A--D) Typical current traces of WT ClC-K1 (A), E261Q (B), D278N (C), and E261Q/D278N (D) evoked by the standard IV-pulse protocol (see Materials and methods) at 10 and 0.1 mM Ca^2+^, pH 7.3.](JGP_201210878_Fig3){#fig3}

Conferring Ca^2+^ sensitivity onto ClC-0
----------------------------------------

The Ca^2+^ sensitivity found in CLC-K channels has not been observed in other CLC proteins. Here, we tried to confer this property to a well characterized member of the CLC family: the ClC-0 channel from the *Torpedo marmorata* electric organ ([@bib22]; [@bib32], [@bib35]; [@bib42]; [@bib14]). We chose ClC-0 because it is ∼39% identical to CLC-K channels ([@bib48]) and because it shows a high level of expression. The alignment of CLC-Ks and ClC-0 shows that the residue D278 is conserved and corresponds to D279 in ClC-0, whereas the CLC-K residue E261 is substituted by V262 in ClC-0 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, attempting to confer Ca^2+^ sensitivity to ClC-0, we mutated ClC-0--V262 to glutamate. The V262E mutant was functional and overall similar to WT ClC-0 ([Fig. 4, A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. S2, A and B](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp2}). Because ClC-0 exhibits two gating mechanisms, a fast protopore gate and a slow common gate that acts by opening and closing of both the pores of the channel ([@bib32]), we tested whether the mutant specifically affects one of them. While the fast gate was indistinguishable from that of WT ClC-0 ([Fig. S3 C](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp3}), the mutant V262E showed an altered slow gate. In particular, the slow gate deactivated more quickly (Fig. S2, C--E) and to a larger extent at positive voltages (Fig. S2, C and D; and Fig. S3 B). Also, the voltage of half-maximal activation, *V*~1/2~, was slightly different in the mutant (Fig. S3 A). Most relevant to the current study, however, is the finding that none of these parameters were altered by changing the Ca^2+^ concentration from 0 to 50 mM (Fig. S2, C--E; and Fig. S3, A--C). In addition, the absolute current densities of WT ClC-0 and of the mutant V262E were not affected by 50 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, the mutation V262E modifies the slow gate but does not confer Ca^2+^ sensitivity onto ClC-0.

![Conferring Ca^2+^ dependence onto ClC-0. Typical currents of ClC-0 constructs evoked by the fast gate protocol (see Materials and methods) at nominal 0 and at 50 mM Ca^2+^. (A--C) Currents of WT ClC-0 (A) and its mutant V262E (B) are not affected by increasing external Ca^2+^, whereas currents of the ClC-0/ClC-Ka chimera (C) are potentiated. (D) Effect of 50 mM Ca^2+^ on the current magnitude of WT ClC-0 (*n* = 4), V262E ClC-0 (*n* = 5), and chimera ClC-0/ClC-Ka (*n* = 8). Currents acquired at −100 mV at 50 mM Ca^2+^ concentration were normalized to the values recorded at nominal 0 Ca^2+^. WT ClC-0 and mutant V262E currents were recorded after maximal activation of the slow gate by repetitive hyperpolarization. Potentiation of the chimera by Ca^2+^ is highly significant, as indicated by the asterisks (\*\*\*, p-values of I~50Ca~^2+^/I~0Ca~^2+^ between chimera and WT ClC-0 or chimera and V262E are \< 0.5 × 10^−6^, unpaired Student's *t* test). Error bars indicate SD.](JGP_201210878_Fig4){#fig4}

In a further attempt, we constructed a chimera in which the whole I--J loop of ClC-0 was replaced by the corresponding ClC-Ka fragment (from ClC-Ka-R251 to ClC-Ka-G289; [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This construct exhibited functional characteristics different from those of WT ClC-0. In fact, whereas WT ClC-0 shows large currents at positive potentials and partially deactivates at negative potentials ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the chimera exhibits very small currents at positive voltages, whereas it is activated by hyperpolarizing potentials ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The voltage dependence of this activation resembles the common gate of ClC-0. However, because of the much faster kinetics, we cannot confidently assign the gating process of the chimera to either the protopore gate or the common gate of ClC-0. Because investigating this topic is beyond the scope of this study, we concentrated our attention on possible effects of extracellular Ca^2+^. For this purpose, we compared the currents recorded at −100 mV in the virtual absence of Ca^2+^ with those in 50 mM Ca^2+^. Currents of WT ClC-0 or its mutant V262E do not change upon varying the Ca^2+^ concentration ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Instead, the chimera shows a relatively small, but highly significant Ca^2+^ sensitivity ([Fig. 4, C and D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, at 50 mM Ca^2+^, the currents are ∼26% larger than the currents at nominal 0 Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 4, C and D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This effect is completely reversible ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and present at all negative potentials tested (not depicted). Varying external Ca^2+^ concentration does not affect significantly the voltage of half-maximal activation, *V*~1/2~, or the ratio *I*~min~/*I*~max~ of the chimera (Fig. S3, D and E). Thus, the precise mechanism underlying the induced Ca^2+^ regulation is not clear from this macroscopic analysis, which does not allow effects on the fast protopore gate and the common gate to be discriminated. Importantly, however, transplanting the extracellular I--J loop from ClC-Ka to ClC-0 is sufficient to confer Ca^2+^ sensitivity to ClC-0. This result further strengthens the hypothesis that the I--J loop, and in particular residues E261 and D278, directly contribute to the Ca^2+^-binding site, rather than allosterically mediating the effect of Ca^2+^ binding to a more remote site.

Molecular model of a CLC-K channel
----------------------------------

Because of their relatively low homology to CLC-K channels, the structures of the CLC proteins that have been reported to date ([@bib8]; [@bib13]; [@bib19]) cannot provide any direct insight into the molecular structure of the Ca^2+^-binding site of CLC-K channels. In particular, the I--J loop that contains two residues responsible for Ca^2+^ binding, E261 and D278, is poorly conserved ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and in the case of CmClC is not resolved ([@bib13]). However, such structural information could help to identify additional residues that are expected to coordinate the Ca^2+^ ion and ultimately help determine the mechanism of activation. To this end, we built a homology model of one of the CLC-K channels, ClC-Ka, based primarily on the structure of EcClC but also taking into account the fact that E261 and D278 are known to contribute to the Ca^2+^-binding site ([@bib17]).

The most critical factor affecting the accuracy of a homology model is the alignment between the sequences of the protein being modeled (ClC-Ka) and that of the template structure (EcClC; [@bib15]). Here, we improved upon the alignment proposed in the previous work ([@bib17]) by including information from more homologous sequences and from secondary structure predictions (see Materials and methods; [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the I--J loop now has a more reasonable conservation pattern, such that more evolutionarily variable residues face away from the protein in the corresponding model ([Fig. S4](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp4}). A quantitative measure of the extent to which conserved residues are buried, the ConQuass score ([@bib24]), has a value of 0.154 ± 0.005 for the top 10 models of ClC-Ka, which is a statistically significant improvement compared with models based on the previous alignment, whose scores were 0.146 ± 0.006 (P \< 0.01 using the Student's *t* test; the ConQuass score of the template EcCLC structure is 0.254).

After the adjustments to the alignment, residues E261 and D278 in the new models of ClC-Ka are positioned near the dimer interface ([Fig. 5, A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) rather than at the lipid--protein interface. These two residues were constrained to interact with the Ca^2+^ ion during the model building. Nevertheless, their altered local environment suggests putative interaction partners, which we identified as E259, Q260, E281, E450, and N459, in addition to E261 and D278. By clustering the ion-oxygen distances (see Materials and methods), two distinct Ca^2+^-binding modes ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S5](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp5}) could be identified, which reflect differences in the orientations of the loops. In both binding modes, the side chain oxygen atoms of residues E259, Q260, E450, and N459 would be in close proximity to the Ca^2+^ ion. The main difference between the two possible binding modes is the involvement of E281, which participates in the Ca^2+^ coordination in one binding mode ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) but not in the other (Fig. S5).

![Model of the ClC-Ka dimer containing two bound Ca^2+^ ions. (A) The model of ClC-Ka viewed from the extracellular surface. The two protomers are represented by ribbons (lavender and brown), as well as the van der Waals surface. The Ca^2+^ and Cl^−^ ions are shown as spheres (yellow and green, respectively). Part of the I--J loop (residues 254--263) is highlighted (red), and the side chains of residues E259, E261, D278, and E281, which are required for the Ca^2+^ response, are shown as sticks. (B) Close-up view of one of the Ca^2+^-binding sites in the experimentally validated model of ClC-Ka. The coloring is the same as in A, except that Q260, E450, and N459 are also shown (teal sticks) and specific residues and helices are labeled; those belonging to the lavender-colored protomer are marked with a prime (′).](JGP_201210878_Fig5){#fig5}

All of these residues, except for N459, were already previously mutated and tested for their involvement in Ca^2+^ sensitivity of ClC-Ka ([@bib17]). We now carefully reexamined the results for each of the mutants in the light of the model. Q260 and E450 could safely be excluded from consideration because the respective mutants Q260A and E450Q showed normal functional expression and no significantly modified Ca^2+^ sensitivity compared with WT ClC-Ka ([@bib17]). In addition, the newly constructed mutant N459A of ClC-Ka exhibited a behavior similar to WT ClC-Ka (not depicted). However, residues E281 and E259 warranted further investigation. Previously, E259 of ClC-Ka was mutated to several residues (E259A, E259C, E259D, E259N, and E259Q), but only E259D and E259N yielded very small currents that were barely above background ([@bib17]). Similarly, E281D ClC-Ka showed very low functional expression, whereas no currents different from the background could be measured for the mutant E281Q ([@bib17]). Because of the small currents exhibited by these ClC-Ka mutants, it is difficult to draw a firm conclusion regarding their Ca^2+^ dependence. Because rat ClC-K1 exhibits much larger currents than human ClC-Ka ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), we decided to study mutants of E259 and E281 in the background of this channel. In this case, we could detect sizable currents for the charge-neutralizing mutant E259N and for the conservative mutant E281D. Unfortunately, the less conservative mutation of E281 (i.e., E281Q) did not yield functional expression. Interestingly, however, the two other mutants (E259N and E281D) display altered Ca^2+^ sensitivity compared with WT ClC-K1 ([Fig. 6, A--C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, as mentioned in the section The Ca^2+^-binding site is conserved in CLC-K channels, WT ClC-K1 is highly Ca^2+^ responsive with currents at 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ being about ∼10% of the current in 10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and currents are already saturated at 10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 6, A and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the currents of E259N and E281D at 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ are only ∼4% and ∼3% of the current in 10 mM Ca^2+^, respectively ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, currents of both mutants increase more than fourfold between 10 and 50 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 6, B--D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This most likely reflects a reduced affinity for Ca^2+^ binding and is in agreement with an involvement of E259 and E281 in Ca^2+^ coordination. Thus, the model in which E281, in addition to E259, contributes to the binding site is consistent with all the available experimental data ([Fig. 5, A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Involvement of other residues in CLC-K Ca^2+^ dependence. (A--C) Voltage clamp traces of oocytes expressing WT ClC-K1 (A), E259N ClC-K1 (B), or E281D ClC-K1 (C) in response to the IV-pulse protocol (see Materials and methods) at 10 and 50 mM Ca^2+^. (D) Currents of WT ClC-K1 and its mutants E259N and E281D recorded at 60 mV were normalized to the currents measured in standard bath solution (10 mM Ca^2+^) and plotted versus the Ca^2+^ concentration. Data for WT ClC-K1 are the same as in [Figs. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [10 B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (for E259N *n* = 4, except 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 2; for E281D *n* = 4, except 0.1 mM Ca^2+^ for which *n* = 3). Error bars indicate SD.](JGP_201210878R_Fig6){#fig6}

Specificity of the Ca^2+^-binding site in ClC-Ka
------------------------------------------------

To investigate the ion specificity of the Ca^2+^-binding site, we tested the effect of several divalent cations on WT ClC-Ka and its double mutant E261Q/D278N. In particular, we considered other members of the alkaline earth metal group: Mg^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Ba^2+^ that share the same external electron configuration and reactivity as Ca^2+^. These cations readily form complexes with ligands that have carboxyl and carbonyl groups ([@bib10]). Additionally, we studied the effect of two other metals, Mn and Zn that are mainly in the doubly ionized form (Mn^2+^ and Zn^2+^) in physiological solutions ([@bib10]). Both of these metals can be coordinated by the carboxylate group of glutamate and aspartate. Thus, all of these divalent ions can be considered mimetics of Ca^2+^ ions.

A typical experiment was performed in the following way: first, ClC-Ka currents were measured in the standard solution (i.e., 10 mM Ca^2+^ and pH 7.3); next, Ca^2+^ was completely replaced with another cation and currents were monitored with brief test pulses until steady-state was reached. Lastly, the IV-pulse protocol (see Materials and methods) was applied. This procedure was repeated for all tested cations at different concentrations. At the end of the experiments, the standard solution was applied to verify the stability of the currents. [Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows example recordings from one oocyte. Because ClC-Ka exhibits currents even in the absence of Ca^2+^, the current recorded at 0 Ca^2+^ is a good measure of the functional expression of the channel in the absence of any activating divalent cation. These measurements demonstrate that Mg^2+^ does not activate ClC-Ka at concentrations up to 50 mM, whereas the channel is activated by Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mn^2+^. The rank order of potency is Ca^2+^ \> Ba^2+^ \> Sr^2+^ = Mn^2+^ \>\> Mg^2+^ ([Fig. 7, A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, this selectivity sequence corresponds to sequence III of the seven sequences reported by [@bib6] for cation binding to zeolites. Moreover, we established that the Ca^2+^-insensitive double mutant E261Q/D278N is also Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mn^2+^ insensitive ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that Ca^2+^, Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mn^2+^ act through a common mechanism and interact with the same binding site (possibly formed by E259, E261, D278, and E281 at the subunit interface).

![Ion specificity of the Ca^2+^-binding site of ClC-Ka. (A) Voltage clamp traces of WT ClC-Ka in response to the IV- pulse protocol (see Materials and methods). The currents were measured from the same oocyte in different conditions (at 10 mM Ca^2+^, Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, Mn^2+^, or Mg^2+^ concentration, pH 7.3) and compared with the currents recorded at nominal 0 Ca^2+^ and in the absence of divalent cations. (B and C) Effect of several divalent cations on WT ClC-Ka (B) and its mutant E261D/D278N (C). Currents acquired at 60 mV were normalized to the currents measured in standard solution (10 mM Ca^2+^, at pH 7.3) and plotted as a function of cation concentration. The dashed lines represent the mean current level in the nominal absence of divalents. The number of oocytes measured was *n* ≥ 11 for WT ClC-Ka (except 50 mM Mg^2+^ for which *n* = 5, and 10 mM Mn^2+^ for which *n* = 6); *n* ≥ 4 for E261D/D278N (except 10 mM Mg^2+^ for which *n* = 3, and 10 mM Mn^2+^ for which *n* = 2). Error bars indicate SD.](JGP_201210878_Fig7){#fig7}

An outsider ion: Zn^2+^
-----------------------

Modulation of CLC proteins by Zn^2+^ is very common. Extracellular Zn^2+^ was found to reversibly block ClC-0 ([@bib4]) and ClC-2 ([@bib5]), whereas it inhibits ClC-1 irreversibly ([@bib27]). In particular, Zn^2+^ inhibition of ClC-0 and ClC-1 seems to be related to the slow/common gating mechanism that acts by opening and closing both pores of these channels ([@bib4]; [@bib7]). Indeed, the C212S mutation in ClC-0 and the equivalent C277S in ClC-1 that lock these channels in the open state also abolish Zn^2+^ inhibition ([@bib31]; [@bib7]). In contrast, three consecutive extracellular histidines were proposed to be involved in Zn^2+^ inhibition of the Cl^−^/H^+^ antiporter ClC-4 ([@bib39]). Here, we tested the effect of Zn^2+^ on CLC-K channels. In contrast to the activating effect of Ca^2+^ and of the other aforementioned divalent cations, ClC-Ka is reversibly inhibited by Zn^2+^ ([Fig. 8, A and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This effect is dose dependent. In fact, keeping \[Ca^2+^\] constant at 10 mM, ClC-Ka currents at 1 mM Zn^2+^ are 20 ± 6% (standard error) of those measured in the absence of Zn^2+^, whereas at 5 mM Zn^2+^ the currents are ∼5 ± 3% (standard error) of the control ([Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). To investigate the hypothesis that Zn^2+^ could interact with the Ca^2+^-binding site, we tested the effect of Zn^2+^ on the double mutant E261Q/D278N of ClC-Ka. However, the currents of WT ClC-Ka ([Fig. 8, A and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and the double mutant E261Q/D278N ([Fig. 8, B and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) were inhibited in a qualitatively similar way. This demonstrates that Zn^2+^ inhibition is mediated by a binding site different from the Ca^2+^-binding site formed by E259, E261, D278, and E281.

![Inhibitory effect of Zn^2+^ on WT CLC-Ka and its double mutant E261Q/D278N. (A and B) Currents of an oocyte expressing WT ClC-Ka (A) or mutant E261Q/D278N (B) recorded by brief pulses to 60 mV from a holding potential of approximately −30 mV plotted as a function of time. The colors represent the different solutions used: the standard bath solution (black) and the solution containing 1 mM Zn^2+^ (red). The arrows indicate the solution exchange. The dashed lines indicate zero current. (C) Currents of WT ClC-Ka and its double mutant E261Q/D278N acquired at 60 mV in the presence of 1 or 5 mM Zn^2+^ at 10 mM Ca^2+^ were normalized to the currents measured in the absence of Zn^2+^. The normalized currents are represented as bars (WT ClC-Ka: *n* ≥ 6; E261Q/D278N: *n* ≥ 3). Error bars indicate SEM.](JGP_201210878R_Fig8){#fig8}

Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^: comparison of two cations
--------------------------------------------

Among all the cations studied, we found that Ba^2+^ activates ClC-Ka in the most similar manner to Ca^2+^, even though it is less potent ([Fig. 7, A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the current recorded in 10 mM Ba^2+^ is ∼47% of the current measured in 10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This reduced potency could reflect either a lower affinity of Ba^2+^ for the binding site or a lower efficacy of Ba^2+^ compared with Ca^2+^. To distinguish between these two hypotheses, we performed a dose--response analysis of Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ modulation. We measured ClC-Ka currents at 60 mV, varying the Ca^2+^ concentration in the absence of Ba^2+^ and varying the Ba^2+^ concentration in the absence of Ca^2+^. At all concentrations tested (0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mM), Ba^2+^ activates ClC-Ka less than Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Because both Ca^2+^- and Ba^2+^-activated currents do not reach saturation at 50 mM, we used a model to extrapolate currents at higher Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ concentrations. Previously, we proposed an allosteric model composed of four states for modeling Ca^2+^ modulation of ClC-Ka ([@bib17]). Here, we hypothesized a similar allosteric model composed of six states as shown below:Here, O~U~, O~Ca~, and O~Ba~ indicate unbound, Ca^2+^-bound, and Ba^2+^-bound open states of the channel, respectively, and C~U~, C~Ca~, and C~Ba~ represent unbound, Ca^2+^-bound, and Ba^2+^-bound closed states, respectively. Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ binding to the open state is governed by the dissociation constants $K_{Ca}^{O}$ and $K_{Ba}^{O}$, respectively, whereas Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ binding to the closed state are described by the dissociation constants $K_{Ca}^{C}$ and $K_{Ba}^{C}$, respectively. *r*~0~ is the ratio of the probabilities of being in states O~u~ and C~u~ (*r*~0~ = *p*(O~U~)/*p*(C~U~)) in the absence of divalents.

![Affinity difference causes the altered activation of WT ClC-Ka by Ca^2+^ versus Ba^2+^. (A) Currents at various Ca^2+^ or Ba^2+^ concentrations were normalized to the currents measured in standard conditions (10 mM Ca^2+^) and plotted as a function of the respective cation concentration (*n* ≥ 6). Error bars indicate SD. The solid black line and the dashed red line represent the joined best fit obtained by using [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} as described in Results. (B) The bar represents the current measured in a mixed solution formed by 25 mM Ca^2+^ and 25 mM Ba^2+^ normalized to the current recorded in 50 mM Ca^2+^ (*n* = 7). Error bar indicates SD. The red cross shows the value of the normalized current predicted by the allosteric model proposed in Results and represented by the fit lines in A.](JGP_201210878_Fig9){#fig9}

At equilibrium, the open probability of the channel is given by the following equation:$$p_{0} = \frac{1 + \frac{\left\lbrack Ca \right\rbrack}{K_{Ca}^{0}} + \frac{\left\lbrack Ba \right\rbrack}{K_{Ba}^{0}}}{1 + \frac{1}{r_{0}} + \left\lbrack Ca \right\rbrack\left( {\frac{1}{r_{0}K_{Ca}^{C}} + \frac{1}{K_{Ca}^{0}}} \right) + \left\lbrack Ba \right\rbrack\left( {\frac{1}{r_{0}K_{Ba}^{C}} + \frac{1}{K_{Ba}^{0}}} \right)}.$$In [Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the solid black line and the dashed red line represent the combined best fit of [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ dependence, resulting in $K_{Ca}^{O}$ = 0.62 mM, $K_{Ca}^{C}$ = 142 mM, $K_{Ba}^{O}$ = 1.6 mM, $K_{Ba}^{C}$ = 371 mM, and *r*~0~ = 1.3 × 10^−3^. The theoretical prediction of this model nicely fits the experimental data. Moreover, it provides some useful indications: very high Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ concentrations are required for the currents to become saturated, and Ca^2+^- and Ba^2+^-activated currents reach the same maximum level. This would indicate that Ba has a lower affinity for the binding site than Ca but the same efficacy. However, because the experimental data cover only a restricted range of the fit curves, these results have to be considered cautiously. To validate the model, we used the fitted parameters to predict the currents under a mixed condition (25 mM Ca^2+^ and 25 mM Ba^2+^). The experimental mean value of the current in this mixed condition was 75% of the current at 50 mM Ca^2+^ (75 ± 8% standard error; [Fig. 9 B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, bar). The model predicts a value of 0.77 ([Fig. 9 B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, red cross) and is thus very similar to the experimental value, providing additional evidence that Ba^2+^ has a reduced affinity but the same efficacy as Ca^2+^.

Specificity of the Ca^2+^-binding site in ClC-Kb and ClC-K1
-----------------------------------------------------------

Next we tested the effects of Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mg^2+^ on WT ClC-Kb and on WT ClC-K1 and its double mutant E261Q/D278N. ClC-Kb shows a behavior similar to that of ClC-Ka. Specifically, Ba^2+^ and Sr^2+^ activate ClC-Kb WT, whereas Mg^2+^ does not activate this channel at concentrations up to 50 mM. Moreover, the rank order of potency is the same as that found for ClC-Ka, i.e., Ca^2+^ \> Ba^2+^ \> Sr^2+^ \>\> Mg^2+^ ([Fig. S6, A and B](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp6}). Because of the low functional expression of ClC-Kb E261Q/D278N, we could not investigate the effects of the cations on this mutant.

Next, we tested the effects of the same cations on ClC-K1. Similar to ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb, Mg^2+^ has no effect on ClC-K1 up to a concentration of 50 mM. Surprisingly, however, the rank order of potency was Ca^2+^ \> Sr^2+^ \>\> Ba^2+^ \> Mg^2+^ ([Fig. 10, A and B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), i.e., Ba^2+^ only weakly activated, whereas Sr^2+^ robustly activated ClC-K1, unlike the human CLC-K channels ([Fig. 7, A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S6, A and B). Comparing a model of rat ClC-K1 with that of the human ClC-Ka reveals only a few, typically conservative, substitutions within a distance of 20 Å from a given Ca^2+^-binding site ([Fig. S7](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp7}). The most dramatic of these is the inclusion of R270 instead of S270 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A plausible hypothesis is that the drastic substitution R270S could underlie the difference of the specificity of the Ca^2+^-binding site of ClC-K1 and ClC-Ka. However, the mutant S270R of ClC-Ka had unchanged specificity compared with WT ([Fig. S8](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp8}), suggesting that the residues responsible for the change in rank order are located in insertions, such as the terminal domains, which do not have an equivalent region in our template EcClC. Finally, we tested the effects of Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mg^2+^ on the double mutant E261Q/D278N of ClC-K1. As expected, the Ca^2+^-insensitive E261Q/D278N was also Ba^2+^ and Sr^2+^ insensitive ([Fig. S9](http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210878/DC1){#supp9}). This demonstrates that Ca^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Ba^2+^ interact with the same binding site formed by E261 and D278 at the subunit interface also in ClC-K1.

![Peculiar specificity of the Ca-binding site of ClC-K1. (A) Current traces of an oocyte expressing WT ClC-K1 evoked by the IV-pulse protocol (see Materials and methods) at 10 mM Ca^2+^, Sr^2+^, Ba^2+^, and Mg^2+^. The last trace (0 Ca^2+^) was recorded in the absence of divalent cations. (B) Mean effect of extracellular cations on the activity of WT ClC-K1. The ratio of the currents measured in different cations, at different concentrations, and the currents in standard bath solution (10 mM Ca^2+^) were plotted versus the cation concentration (*n* ≥ 3). Error bars indicate SD.](JGP_201210878_Fig10){#fig10}

DISCUSSION
==========

In our previous work ([@bib17]), we identified two acidic amino acids, E261 and D278, that are essential for mediating the activation of the human ClC-Ka channel by millimolar extracellular Ca^2+^. These residues are located in the loop between helices I and J, which connects the two repeats (helices A--I and helices J--R) of each of the protomers of the dimeric protein. The two halves (joined by the I--J loop) are related by inverted topology symmetry ([@bib8]; [@bib16]). Based on the structure of the bacterial homologue, it was previously proposed that the residues E261 and D278 of ClC-Ka form two symmetrically related intersubunit binding sites (see Fig. 5 in [@bib17]).

In the present work, we investigated in more detail the properties of this hypothetical binding site. In particular, by studying the effects of mutations of E261 and D278, we first demonstrated that the binding site is shared by all three CLC-K channels studied, i.e., human ClC-Ka, ClC-Kb, and rat ClC-K1. This is not surprising as the I--J loop is highly conserved in these channels. Interestingly, however, rat ClC-K1 has a significantly higher Ca^2+^ affinity than the human homologues. Among the CLC proteins studied, Ca^2+^ modulation has been found only in CLC-K channels, but a possible Ca^2+^ dependence may have actually never been rigorously tested at high Ca^2+^ concentrations. Here, we challenged the *T. marmorata* ClC-0 channel by applying up to 50 mM Ca^2+^ to reveal possible effects of Ca^2+^ on the fast gate, the slow gate, and on the overall current amplitude. No effect of Ca^2+^ on these parameters could be detected, confirming the general assumption that only CLC-K channels are Ca^2+^ sensitive. As discussed previously ([@bib17]), the Ca^2+^ dependence of CLC-K channels is likely of physiological relevance. CLC-K channels contribute to generate the transepithelial voltage gradient that drives the Ca^2+^ reabsorption in the kidney. Thus, from a physiological point of view, it would seem more reasonable if CLC-K currents were inhibited by \[Ca^2+^\]~ext~ rather than enhanced. However, an interrelation between Ca^2+^ reabsorption and Ca^2+^ modulation of CLC-Ks cannot be ruled out because of the complicated homeostatic mechanisms in the kidney, which are still incompletely understood. Moreover, increased basolateral Cl^−^ exit could help to balance increased accumulation of positive charges carried by the Ca^2+^ ions. This hypothesis may be tested for example by the generation of knockin mice introducing Ca^2+^-independent CLC-K channel variants.

Interestingly, of the two amino acids E261 and D278, D278 is conserved in ClC-0 and other CLC channels, whereas E261 is not. However, replacing the equivalent V262 of ClC-0 with glutamate was insufficient to render ClC-0 sensitive to Ca^2+^. It is interesting to note that the mutant significantly affected the kinetics of the slow gating mechanisms. This result, together with the fact that CLC-K channels are lacking the gating glutamate that is responsible for the fast gate of CLC channels such as ClC-0 and ClC-1 ([@bib8], [@bib9]; [@bib12]; [@bib47]), suggests that the gating process that is affected by Ca^2+^ in the CLC-K channels is related to the common gating mechanism of ClC-0. The position of the Ca^2+^-binding site at the subunit interface further suggests that Ca^2+^ influences CLC-K currents by modulating the open probability of this common gate, and it suggests involvement of the I--J loop in the gating mechanism. In fact, such a common gate may be relevant for CLC proteins in general.

The low sequence conservation of the I--J loop in CLC proteins led us to replace the whole loop of ClC-0 with the corresponding ClC-Ka fragment. The gating characteristics of this chimera were drastically altered compared with WT ClC-0, being strongly inwardly rectifying, reminiscent of other mutations of the channel ([@bib34]; [@bib36]) and further supporting the idea that the I--J loop is involved in conformational changes associated with the slow gate. In the future, experiments investigating the properties of the chimera in the background of the E166V mutant of ClC-0 that lacks the fast gate may reveal further insights into the role of the I--J loop in the common gating mechanism. Importantly, the currents of the chimera are increased by raising extracellular Ca^2+^, demonstrating that this construct has acquired a small, but highly significant Ca^2+^ sensitivity. This result confirms our hypothesis that the I--J loop and, in particular, residues E261 and D278 interact directly with Ca^2+^ ions rather than allosterically mediating a Ca^2+^-binding event to another site.

Given the conservation of this effect and the clear importance of the I--J loop, we attempted to model the atomic structure of the Ca^2+^-binding site, based on its homology with the structure of EcClC, using a refined sequence alignment between the two proteins and introducing constraints between the ion and the known ligands, E261 and D278. Ca^2+^ coordination requires more than two residues, and the modeling allowed us to identify putative interaction partners with some confidence, namely E259, Q260, E281, E450, and N459. The mutants E259N ClC-K1 and E281D ClC-K1 exhibited modified Ca^2+^ sensitivity compared with WT ClC-K1, with both exhibiting an apparently reduced Ca^2+^ affinity ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Even though the mutations do not abolish Ca^2+^ modulation, the results demonstrate an involvement of these residues in this process. Because we observed a similar effect for both the quite drastic E259N and the conservative E281D mutations, we can hypothesize a more minor role for E259 compared with E281. In fact, it is reasonable to suppose that a less conservative mutation of E281 could have affected the Ca^2+^ sensitivity more drastically. Unfortunately, we could not test ClC-K1 E281Q because it did not express. Finally, it is worth noting that E259 and E281 also belong to the I--J loop, confirming the essential role of this region in binding of Ca^2+^ ions. Overall, these results provide strong support for the model of the binding site involving residues E259, E261, D278, and E281 from the two I--J loops at the interface between the protomers in the dimer of the CLC-K channels ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

We note that all available templates for homology modeling of ClC channels are in fact Cl^−^/H^+^ antiporters, and thus the models do not contain a continuous aqueous pore for the ions as might be expected. Though we cannot rule out that this feature could affect precision modeling of the Ca^2+^-binding site, our goal was a more general one, namely to identify Ca^2+^-binding residues in addition to E261 and D278, for which the two most critical factors are (1) the sequence alignment and (2) the relative positioning of helices I and J within the global architecture of the dimer. The fact that neither factor is likely to be affected by the arrangement in the pore region suggests that our predictions are robust to the use of a transporter as a template. Nevertheless, higher-resolution structural data or constraints, as well as structures of additional (open or closed) states of CLC channels, will be required to provide a molecular-level understanding of how Ca^2+^ binding actually modulates channel gating.

Another feature of the Ca^2+^-binding site that we investigated here was its specificity with respect to various divalent cations (Zn^2+^, Mg^2+^, Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mn^2+^). Extracellular Zn^2+^ inhibits both WT ClC-Ka and the double mutant E261Q/D278N, suggesting that Zn^2+^ affects the channel by interacting with a binding site different from the Ca^2+^-binding site. Residues that have been shown to be involved in the Zn^2+^ block of other CLC proteins ([@bib27]; [@bib4]; [@bib5]; [@bib39]) are not conserved in CLC-Ks. Thus, an interesting future topic of study could be the mechanism of inhibition of CLC-K channels by Zn^2+^. Mg^2+^ does not activate CLC-K channels at concentrations up to 50 mM. In contrast, CLC-Ks are activated by Ba^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Mn^2+^ with a different rank order of potency for human CLC-Ks (Ca^2+^ \> Ba^2+^ \> Sr^2+^ = Mn^2+^) compared with the rat ClC-K1 (Ca^2+^ \> Sr^2+^ \>\> Ba^2+^). In particular, we found that Ba^2+^ activates ClC-Ka in a very similar manner as Ca^2+^, even though it is less potent. Our quantitative comparison of the Ca^2+^ and Ba^2+^ dependence suggests that Ba^2+^ has a lower affinity compared with Ca^2+^ but a similar efficacy for opening ClC-Ka. However, because we cannot reach concentrations \>50 mM for these cations, this conclusion is not definitive.

We attempted to identify the cause of the altered rank order of ClC-K1. The I--J loop contains three substitutions in the ClC-K1 sequence compared with the human CLC-K channels ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and only a few other, generally conservative, changes are found within a cutoff of 20 Å from the predicted Ca^2+^-binding site in a model of ClC-K1 (Fig. S7). The most drastic substitution, namely R270S in the I--J loop, however, could not account for the altered ion specificity of ClC-K1. Residues outside the modeled regions are therefore most likely determining the quantitative and qualitative differences between the human and the rat channels.

In summary, we provided a detailed description of the Ca^2+^-binding site of CLC-K channels. We demonstrated its conservation and specificity in the CLC-Ks, and we proposed a molecular model of its structure that is consistent with the available data on residues contributing to the Ca^2+^-binding site; strikingly, we were able to transplant the Ca^2+^-binding site and sensitivity into the Ca^2+^-insensitive ClC-0, merely by introducing the loop between helices I and J.
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